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Introduction

Events are a powerful platform for B2B
professionals to learn, stay up to date
and to make human connections in an
increasingly fast-paced world.

B2B pros rely on events – VIP dinners, networking
roundtables, educational seminars, trade shows and
industry conferences - to do research, compare solutions
and vendors, and to network with like-minded peers.
For B2B marketing and sales teams, events serve
multiple purposes:
• Create real conversations and face-to-face experiences
lacking in today’s digital world.
• Meet with multiple stakeholders – prospects, customers,
partners - in one place.
• Learn about new topics, trends and innovations within the
industry.
• Establish market leadership, positioning and awareness.
Most of all, events are counted on as an essential creator
and accelerator of relationships and revenue. On average,
20-40% of the entire B2B marketing budget is spent
on in-person events, trade shows and conferences,
making it the largest single investment in any marketing
channel. That puts a lot of pressure on delivering the right
experience, meeting and engaging with the right prospects,
measuring performance and demonstrating ROI.

Where Business Starts

For many marketers today, events feel like they have
missed the benefits of digital transformation and feel out of
step with the “Modern Marketing” movement B2B buyers
and brands have experienced over the last decade. The
bottom line is events require a great deal of heavy lifting
and resources and many B2B teams struggle with:
• Identifying the optimal mix of event types, formats and
conferences
• Creating engaging, valuable experiences to connect with the
right audiences
• Overcoming the outdated and manual efforts for lead
capture, routing and management
• Attributing and proving return on investment from their
events program.
But one thing’s clear: events aren’t just a marketing
activity. It’s time to recognize - and demonstrate - the
true and full value of events to the entire business.
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Events are a powerful opportunity to make an impact
across the business:
• For demand and sales: Revenue! Events are a valuable
source of net new pipeline and customer generation. For
sales, they offer an opportunity to accelerate existing
pipeline, by getting face-to-face with key prospects.
• For marketing: Events are a perfect brand-building
opportunity and showcase for thought leadership. You can
connect with influencers and analysts, use them to secure
press coverage, and use them as the platform to launch
new products and services. And industry events are the
best place to find and advance industry partnerships and
alliances that can offer additional revenue streams for your
organization.
• For customer success: Customer conferences and VIP
dinners help boost account growth and expansion within your
existing customer base.
• For product: Events offer a rare opportunity to get your
product in front of potential customers in person. They’re
perfect for providing demos (and understanding what
prospects engage with), gathering product feedback, and
launching new products.

A note on terminology in this guide
Here are a few common terms and phrases
we’ll be using throughout this guide, and what
we mean in the context of this guide:
• Events: we’re using events as an umbrella term for face-toface B2B events, including but not limited to trade shows,
exhibitions, conferences, roadshows, seminars, customer
dinners, networking sessions, user conferences, and
meetups.
• First party vs third party events:
- First party events are ones where your business plans,
hosts and owns the entire process. For example: a
customer dinner or your annual customer conference.
- Third party events are ones organized and hosted
by other companies. For example: industry
trade shows, conferences and exhibitions.

Who should read this guide?
This guide will be most useful for B2B event, field and demand
marketing leaders and their event partners working to realize
the full potential and value of their events program.

That’s why we’ve put together this guide: to help you
turn event effort and investment into a measurable,
pipeline generating machine for your organization.

Where Business Starts
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Chapter 1 — Developing an events business strategy as part of your go-to-market strategy

We get to work with many B2B
organizations that have a plan for
each event, but don’t have a cohesive
business strategy for their whole
events program. A holistic strategy
increases your business impact,
stakeholder trust and your credibility.

In this chapter we’ll cover how to develop a business strategy
for your events.

Creating a business strategy for your events
Your events business strategy is essential for ensuring
your events are aligned with and contributing towards your
organization’s overall strategic objectives and priorities.
It’s important to invest the time to develop a business plan,
co-creating and sharing it with key business stakeholders
and event partners. This effort ensures buy-in and joint
ownership of the success of your events program.
There are three initial steps for creating an events
business strategy:
1. Identifying your business objectives
What are your organization’s main objectives for the
next 12-24 months? How can events contribute to these
objectives? For example, if you’re looking to improve
customer retention and expand revenue within your existing
customer base, then delivering a user conference(s) is a
great way to delight and inform your existing customers.
2. Understanding your customer needs
What are your prospects’ and customers’ priorities and needs
that lead them to seeking out a solution like yours? This
will help you understand how to position your business and
the types of events to participate and invest in. If you have
multiple types of buyers or industry segments you target for
example, this will help you formulate the right mix of events.

Where Business Starts

“It’s important to invest the
time to develop a business
plan, co-creating and sharing it
with key business stakeholders
and event partners. This effort
ensures buy-in and joint
ownership of the success of
your events program.”
3. Aligning your event objectives with both business
objectives and customer needs
Once you’ve gone through steps one and two above, the
third step is to align your event objectives with both your
business objectives and the needs of your customers,
plus other (internal and external) stakeholders.
Following these three steps will help you set the top line
objectives for your events business strategy. From there, the
next stage is to step down one level, and define the metrics,
outcomes and budget for your events, to build out a more
detailed strategy and plan.

Integrate.com
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Setting event metrics and defining outcomes
As with any time you’re setting metrics, it’s important to
stick to three key rules:
1. Specific - you need concrete numbers and clear-cut
targets to track your progress against. For example, set
goals for how much pipeline and revenue, how many new
customers in which regions or which accounts will your events
program be accountable for generating. Soft metrics such
as ‘increase lead generation’ are too vague to measure and
makes it impossible to assess the real value of your events.
2. Measurable - measure the success of your events
against something tangible, for example meetings booked
or pipeline generated. Many businesses have targets
for their events such as ‘improve brand reputation’
or ‘showcase new product’, but neither of these are
directly quantifiable, so will be difficult to measure.
3. Impactful - choose metrics that will have a real
business impact - both short and long-term. Always
check and align your event metrics against your
business objectives and customer needs.

Pro-Tip: Avoid vanity metrics!
Simply focusing on or communicating to stakeholders
the number of attendees or badges scanned can
result in the wrong kind of behavior, does not help
deliver true business value and can often misrepresent
the success of the event. Proceed with caution!

Where Business Starts

Additionally, setting quantity targets for your booth
team on the number of badges scanned or the number
of attendees at your event alone incentivizes them to
focus on lead quantity over quality. 100 bad-fit leads
are of far less value to your organization than 10 goodfit leads who align with your ideal customer profile
and/or have expressed interest in your solution.

Creating your events budget
Depending on the research source, businesses are, on
average, investing between 20% - 40% of their total marketing
budget on events1. Regardless of the number, event spend
is consistently higher than any other marketing channel.

When creating your events budget, you’ll need to
break it down two ways: first by event type, as some
types of event will require more budget than others;
and secondly on an event-by-event basis.
Either way works, but the ideal is to create a bottoms-up
budget. That is, what investment level will it take to meet
your business objectives and customer needs. If you’re
given a set amount and there is no negotiating, focus on
maximizing your allocated budgeted by event type.
As a simple example, this table lays out how the events
budget might be broken down for a B2B organization
with $1,000,000 to spend on events in the next year.

Total events budget 2020-21: $1,000,000
Event type

Number

Budget %

Budget $

Tier 1 trade shows

5

40%

$400,000

Tier 2 & 3 trade shows

10

30%

$300,000

User conference

1

20%

$200,000

VIP customer dinners

6

6%

$60,000

Virtual events

3

1%

$10,000

Roundtables

12

3%

$30,000
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As you can see, different event types take up a different
percentage of the budget. The budget you allocate to each
event type should match the return you expect to get from
each one. But also stay focused on using your events mix to
hit the overall targets created in your event business plan.
It’s important to remember that not all event types
will drive the same outcomes. User conferences and
customer dinners are retention and revenue expansionfocused activities, while exhibitions and conferences
are more focused on generating new pipeline as well
as potential branding and product initiatives.
Additionally, different event types have different
requirements, and these will also affect the amount of
budget required and help you determine if you have the
right resources to support and deliver against your targets.

Event business strategy key takeaways

Do

Creating a business strategy is essential for aligning your
events with high-impact business objectives, and ensuring
events are delivering real, measurable value. Here are some
key takeaways when it comes to creating this strategy:

✓C
 ommit to clear, measurable outcomes for your
whole event program and each event.

Pro-Tip: Don’t forget the extra costs
Ensure you have some contingency budget penciled in for
those additional costs, particularly at trade shows. Things
like buying the on-site team their lunch, that last minute
extra chair or screen you need in your booth or the
impromptu dinners alongside - there is always something!

Example items to budget for:

Hosting a VIP Customer Dinner

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where Business Starts

✓C
 onsider the cost-to-value ratio offered
by different types of events.
✓S
 et a holistic budget for your total events program,
then break it down by event type to reach your goals.
✓ Consider all costs associated with different types of events.

Don’t

X Create your events strategy just within your marketing

Exhibiting at a major Trade Show
Sponsorship / exhibiting fees
Booth design & build
Freight, logistics, delivery
Staff travel & entertainment
Show floor expenses
Lead capture devices or API connection
Swag / giveaways
Promo and advertising before/during
show

✓C
 o-create and share your strategy with key
stakeholders. It shouldn’t exist in a vacuum.

Venue hire
Event staffing (if not included in hire)
Food
Drink
AV
Décor
Staff travel
Speaker fees (if applicable)
Gift bags

team. The business impact is much wider-reaching so
involve key stakeholders from across the organization.

X Measure event success based on vanity

metrics such as badges scanned, booth traffic
or having a “great speaking session”.

X Run before you walk. Don’t commit to so many events that

you fall down on the execution. Go for quality over quantity

Integrate.com
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Chapter 2 — How to select the right events mix for your business

Different types of events deliver
different results. Some are essential for
building new pipeline, generating new
leads and acquiring new customers.
Others are better suited for industry
visibility, market leadership, building
customer relationships and improving
customer retention. A few may even be
able to accomplish both, well!

In this chapter we’ll cover how to select the right mix
of event types to achieve your business objectives.

Aligning events with your sales and
marketing strategy
In the previous chapter we looked at how to create a
business strategy to align events with your top-level
business objectives. Now let’s look at how to align
them with your sales and marketing strategies.
Different event types fit in with different stages of your buyer’s
journey AND your marketing and sales process. It’s important
to understand which types of events align to which stage,
so that when you’re building out your event strategy you can
choose an event mix that aligns with your sales and marketing
requirements in terms of customer acquisition and retention.
Some types of events are focused on top-of-funnel,
customer acquisition efforts (the awareness stage of the
buyer’s journey), for example trade shows and exhibitions.
These work well to get your company in front of large
numbers of potential customers and may align best to your
marketing and new business sales teams’ objectives.
Others are bottom-of-the-funnel, customer retention efforts
(the decision or delight stage of the buyer’s journey), for
example user conferences or VIP dinners. These may align
best to account directors and customer success objectives.

Where Business Starts

How to plan the right events mix
As we’ve seen, there are many types of events to choose
from. Most businesses will want to build an events
program that contains a mix of different event types,
so their events are contributing towards a range of
business objectives, rather than focusing solely on one.
The first consideration is first party vs third party events.
In the introduction we covered the difference between
first and third party events, but as a reminder: first
party events are ones where your business plans,
hosts and owns the entire process. Third party events
are ones run and hosted by other organizations.
As a general rule, first party events are best for marketing and
selling to people already in your database: existing customers,
leads and prospects. Examples of first party events include:
• Customer Conferences - likely to be a major annual event
or series of events, bringing together your community of
customers, prospects and partners with a primary focus
on your company and products. It’s a fantastic opportunity
to launch new products, showcase upcoming features, and
highlight your best customer case studies. Customer or User
Conferences are also great for building customer loyalty
and advocacy.

Integrate.com
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• VIP dinners/small peer gatherings - intimate gatherings
work well for top prospects or decision-makers within highvalue customer accounts. These are typically focused on
relationship building, with an end goal of customer retention
and closing business.
• Roadshows - taking your company brand, message and
product on the road to targeted locations in order to meet
key, focused audiences. Think of these as your mobile trade
show booth and thought leadership content showcase.

VIRTUAL EVENTS

HYBRID EVENTS

Webinars, digital events and virtual conferences are
becoming increasingly popular. As technology improves and
people get used to attending these digital experiences, the
virtual event experience delivers more value to both the
hosts and sponsors. These have the potential to boost brand
awareness alongside lead generation opportunities, without
the time and expense of travelling to physical locations.

Events with both a physical and virtual experience
will inevitably become the norm in many scenarios,
with live-streaming of keynotes and sessions
from the venue to a worldwide audience. This can
increase the reach, revenue and data flowing from
the event, albeit with the added complexity of
managing both the in-person and digital experience.

Third party events are best for adding new leads and
prospects to your database (although they’re often also
a valuable touchpoint for existing prospects during the
sales process). Examples of third party events include:
• Trade Shows, Conferences and Exhibitions - large
scale events with sponsorship, exhibiting and speaking
opportunities. These sponsor and content events bring
together industries, communities of professionals and key
stakeholders under one roof.

The next consideration is your business
objectives.
What mix of events will help you cover all stages of the buyer’s
journey, and contribute towards your business objectives?
Figure 1. This graphic maps event types to the different stages of the
buyer’s journey. You can amend or create your own version to help
you and your stakeholders identify the right events and mix.

Where Business Starts
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“If your priority is on top-offunnel awareness and driving
demand, then roadshows
and exhibitions should form
the basis of your events
program. Alternatively, if
you have a healthy pipeline
and your other marketing
channels are delivering good
numbers of inbound leads,
then you may want to focus
on events that drive bottomof-funnel engagement,
retention and advocacy.”

Where Business Starts

Pro-Tips: How to choose the right trade shows

✓ Do your research - look at historical
event data: attendee numbers, delegate
demographics. Make sure each event
matches your ideal customer profile (ICP).
✓ Visit the event - if you’re looking to
invest in a trade show or conference
for next year, try and get out to
experience the event this year.
✓ Check the logistics - consider
staffing, travel and event timings.
This must be in line with your budget
and business requirements.
✓ Align with your objectives - e.g. if your top
priority is building out your new business
pipeline, is it worth investing in a trade
show packed with existing customers?

✓ Understand the event’s reputation - do
your homework and check with peers
on each event’s industry perception.
Participating in and partnering with an
event aligns your brand with that event.
✓ Gather input from stakeholders
- your executive team or product
marketing colleagues may have
additional priorities to consider, such
as securing speaker engagements.
✓ Optimize your presence - consider all
partnership opportunities, such as speaking
slots, stage sponsorship or organizing
satellite meetups around the event.

Integrate.com
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How to take input on events - and say no
when needed

Collaborating and communicating with your
key stakeholders

What happens when your sales team, executives or even
your CEO want to add an event into your program, and you
don’t feel it is right for your business or a top priority?

To avoid information silos and potential conflicts, we
recommend creating a shared events “master” calendar
and enable every department to have visibility. If
you complete it and keep it updated as events are
added and changed, this can be the single source of
truth for your events team and all those involved with
participating and delivering on your event objectives.

Every event you add into your program pulls budget from
elsewhere. For example, if you’ve planned to exhibit at four
tier 1 trade shows and you get asked to add in two more,
what will you need to cut to make that happen? Is that
trade-off worth it, or would those other events deliver more
value to the business than the additional trade shows?
This is where it’s essential that you understand what’s
behind your colleagues or exec’s support for an event. It’s
important to listen to their views to understand their real
requirements. If you still don’t feel it’s right, create a business
case or make alternative suggestions. For example, instead
of sponsoring an event (which would require significant
budget and resources), you could suggest having a sales
pro or small group attend and work the event as a business
development opportunity, attending to set up meetings and
attend sessions. Or you could put together a networking
event that is held near the conference or trade show
without bearing the full expense of an event sponsorship.

Everyone will know what events you are and aren’t
participating in by using your master calendar.
If someone wants to suggest an addition or
alteration, they can see exactly how that change
will affect the rest of the calendar for the year.

“To avoid information silos
and potential conflicts,
we recommend creating
a shared events “master”
calendar and enable every
department to have visibility.”

By assembling a holistic events strategy (as we saw in
chapter 1), and agreeing on your events mix (as we saw
earlier in this chapter), these two documents will help you
navigate the challenges and make a business case.

Where Business Starts
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Key to your success is planning event
logistics, building a relevant audience
and messaging, and designing
experiences around your target
prospects, customers and partners.

Planning Ahead
When planning your events, it’s tough to figure out exactly
what you need to do and when you need to do it. Different
types of events will have different planning schedules, so we
recommend building out a base template for each different
type of event within your program that will help you plan and
organize all the components required to hit your event metrics
and goals.
From speaking with B2B event marketing leaders, here’s
a rough guide to when you should start planning different
scale events:
•

Tier 1 events (trade shows, third party industry
conferences) - 6-9 months out

•

Tier 2 events (road shows, seminars, regional trade shows)
- 3-6 months out

•

Intimate events (networking events, VIP dinners) - 2-3
months out

When planning these events, it’s essential to build out
a checklist covering your whole event experience.
We recommend investing in a project management tool like
Trello or Asana, so all your event info and materials are in
one place.
As well as making it easier to plan your events by providing a
repeatable process, it’ll also help ensure the event experience
aligns with your brand, and the rest of your marketing and sales
process. Given very different approaches are required for first
party events versus third party, we’ll look at each separately:
CHEATSHEET: Below is a chart crowdsourced from our B2B
marketing and events customers that contain key points
to consider for planning first and third party events. It
covers audience and experience planning, as well as tools
and technology they may help you to plan and deliver key
components in your events program. Whether your event is a
face-to-face one, virtual or a hybrid, the principles should
still apply.

“When planning these events,
it’s essential to build out
a checklist covering your
whole event experience.”

Where Business Starts
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For successful events, audience is key. You want to get the right people there and
make sure you engage and meet with the decision makers, people who match your
ideal customer profile.

IDENTIFYING YOUR AUDIENCE

To get the right people to your first party event, or to book meetings with your team
ahead of key industry trade shows, it’s essential to nail your outreach

BUILDING YOUR AUDIENCE

First party events

Third party events

• Align with Sales to agree plans for
target prospects, particularly if your
business has adopted an Account
Based Marketing (ABM) strategy.

• Review historic attendee data for the
event. What audience profile are you
expecting to meet?

• Send personal notes and outreach;
avoid blanket messages or blasting
your database.

• Don’t just leave it to the event
organizer - do your own research
and have a compelling outreach and
communications plan for the right
prospects to meet with your team.

• Present the value you can provide
attendees - give them a reason
to attend (and don’t make it all
about you).

• Consider the attendee split:
prospects, customers, partners.
• Ensure your target attendee profile
is a good fit for the event type.
• Agree a realistic target number
of attendees for your budget.

• Align with Sales to develop a plan for
attracting and engaging with your
targets, including meeting with the
right personas at target accounts.

First party events

• Enable your sales team and staff:
ensure they know your unique value
proposition and can tailor it for each
event audience and/or planned
attendees (for smaller, intimate events).

Third party events
• Send personalized outreach; avoid blanket
messages.
• Monitor social media for your key accounts
and prospects who plan to attend an event.
• Use the event registration list to identify
key targets and maximize your chance of
booking meetings ahead of time.
• Share discount passes. Many events offer
exhibitors, sponsors or
speakers special discount codes or
discount passes.
• Give people a reason to see you,
whether it’s experience something
new, compelling you’re sharing at your
booth, attending your speaker session
or joining you for an end-of-day drink.

Where Business Starts
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Content and design are essential parts of the event experience, both for your
organization and for the attendee. Events are one of the few places your company
is so vividly viewed in direct comparison to your competitors, so you want to stand
out, and create an experience that amplifies your brand and solutions in context to
the event environment.

CREATING THE EXPERIENCE
First party events
• Create a high-quality content
experience, from building the agenda,
securing speakers, and developing
high-value, contextual content.

Third party events
• Work with the event organizer to
align with and build out quality
content for your speaking slot.
Feature your customers and their
work and success with you.

• Ensure the content aligns with
your audience’s needs and your
organization’s values and objectives.

• Avoid sales pitches - concentrate on
delivering value to the attendees.

• Be consistent with your messaging
throughout all activities at the event:
have one key message and don’t
try to be everything to everyone.

• Be consistent with your messaging
throughout all activities at the event:
have one key message and don’t
try to be everything to everyone.

• Think through balancing your brand
presence with your goals of the events
and why attendees are participating.

• Your unique value to the specific
event audience should be prominent,
with the right dose of branding
part of your, signage and collateral.
Consistency is key for building brand
recognition among event attendees.

Where Business Starts

The tools and technology you use can make all the difference to your events experience
and performance. There are lots of different types of tools you can use before, during
and after events to create a cohesive experience for attendees.

TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY
First party events
• Venue search tools like Headbox or
Eventopedia make it easy to find a venue
that fits your requirements and budget.
• End-to-end Event Management vendors
such as Bizzabo, Rainfocus, Splash and
Cvent offer a suite of tools for managing
your event before, during and after.
• Project management and communication
tools such as Trello, Slack and Zoom
help keep your team on-track when
planning and preparing for your event.
• If you’re attempting a fully virtual, or
hybrid, event then choosing a vendor
capable of handling the different
requirements is key from livestreaming to on-demand services
• Swag and logistics tools like
Sendoso are useful for managing
swag inventory and getting all your
branded swag to the event venue
at the right time, hassle-free.

Third party events
• Project management tools like
Trello or Asana help keep your
team on-track when planning and
preparing your event presence.
• Products such as Integrate’s Event Lead
Management solution create a consistent
lead capture process so your team can
easily collect quality, compliant lead
data at all your events and ensure those
leads quickly reach your systems postevent (see Chapter 4 for more details)
• Incorporate your day-to-day tools such
as Slack, Zoom, TeamUp and WhatsApp
for smooth planning and communications
to keep your whole team aligned
before, during and after events.
• Swag and logistics tools like
Sendoso are useful for managing
swag inventory and getting all your
branded swag to the event venue
at the right time, hassle-free.

Integrate.com
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Event planning key takeaways
Creating a repeatable process is essential for scaling your
events program while delivering maximum results and a
high-quality experience for attendees. Here are some key
takeaways when it comes to event and audience planning:

Do

✓ Create event planning templates for
each of your different event types.
✓ Invest time in identifying and building
your event audience.
✓ Align with Sales to identify key target
accounts when building your event
audience.
✓ Invest in tools and technology to
streamline your event planning
and keep your team on-track and
accountable.

Where Business Starts

Dont

X Plan your events just within your
marketing team. Involve key
stakeholders across the organization.
X Build your event audience without
input and participation from other
teams, for example Sales or Customer
Success.
XU
 se your speaking slot or event
activities as a long sales pitch.
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When it comes to handling event
data, marketing teams must deal with
the varied approaches to the way
attendees are registered and managed,
and how leads are captured and
processed. There are a wide range of
event technology vendors out there,
ranging from comprehensive end-toend event management platforms to
specialist tools and applications.

When it comes to first party events, you are generally able to
be in control the entire attendee management flow: pre-event
registration, on-site check-in and post-event experience.
The tools and providers you use should be connected to
your existing systems (at minimum of Marketing Automation
and CRM) to ensure an end-to-end process. To impact your
contribution to pipeline, applying available tools to post-event
lead routing and follow-up process is essential.

Unknown attendees - most people your team meets at a trade
show or conference is an unknown and needs to be qualified.
You don’t know whether they’re a decision maker, you don’t
know how well they fit your ideal customer profile, and you
don’t know if your sales team is already in discussion with
someone at their company. This is very different compared to
first party events, where you’re in control of who you invite,
and you can see ahead of time who will be attending.

However, when it comes to third party events, that’s where
you’ll likely face significant challenges that hinder your
ability to operate efficiently with speed and hit your pipeline
and revenue goals.

Inconsistent collection tools - whether it’s paper forms,
business cards, rented lead retrieval scanners or a standalone
event app, the tools provided by the event organizer for
exhibitors are inconsistent, often antiquated and have very
little (if any) customization to your needs, which means
important information and conversations are not recorded
correctly.

This chapter focuses on how you can take control and
streamline the event lead management process for third party
events, where investment and the stakes are high.

Turning attendee data into first party, compliant,
and event qualified leads
When collecting leads at third party events as an exhibitor
or sponsor, there are several challenges you face when
collecting leads at trade shows, conferences and exhibitions:

Where Business Starts

Reliant on the organizer for your lead data - you have
very little control over the data flow and process. Little to
no visibility over the data collected pre-event and it is not
unusual to wait multiple days to be sent a spreadsheet of
badge scan data post-event. The arduous task then begins
of scrubbing and formatting the leads, uploading into your
system(s), and then trying to understand what action is best.
This makes it difficult to plan and schedule your event followup, which in turn affects the ROI from the event.
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Unknown compliance - it’s often hard to ensure you’re
collecting valid data that meets global and local compliance
and data privacy laws. You don’t know what permissions
or opt-in process the organizer has set out for attendees,
and how robust their compliance approach is for collecting
attendee data. ￼ Moreover, attendees can opt-out of sharing
their information with the sponsors via the event organizer,
even if you have scanned the lead using the event’s
available technology.

How to build a scalable event lead management
process to maximize success

discovery questions and how to share what other customers
are using and benefitting for your solutions.

With the right processes, and equipping your team with
modern lead capture technology, you can streamline the way
you collect and manage leads from any event. The result will
be higher quality leads, faster follow up, accelerated pipeline
and visibility to truly measure and maximise return on your
exhibiting investment.

Disconnected processes and systems - because third party
event systems, data and processes are not connected, there
are regularly major delays in manually getting your leads
into your Marketing Automation and CRM systems which in
turn causes slow, often generic follow up emails to be sent
days or even weeks after the event. Not a good experience
or impression for any prospect and hampers your ability to
deliver on your success metrics.

Building a scalable lead management process requires a
mix of staff training, deploying efficient processes, and a
universal approach to event lead management. Let’s run
through how this looks, from pre-event preparation to postevent processes.

Selecting the right team members to work your booth
Most likely, you have a dedicated ‘events’ team, with the same
general types of employees staffing your booth at every trade
show, exhibition or conference. But every event is different:
you’ll be showcasing different products and services and may
be speaking to different audiences at each event. Consider
each event, and make sure you’ve got the right team on the
mission who know and understand your ideal customer profile
and have a solid understanding of your solutions, their use
cases and their advantages.

For efficient and effective capture, processing and routing
of leads, it is important to take control and ensure you
can rapidly translate your face-to-face conversations into
actionable, qualified leads and personalized follow-up. In
the next section we look at how organizations can take
control of their lead management process to overcome
these challenges.

Where Business Starts

Pre-event planning for results
Whether your company is sponsoring a major industry
trade show, or exhibiting with a small ‘table-top’ stand at a
conference, preparation is key.
Develop team training and event playbooks
Make sure your booth staff are properly prepared for each
event. As a starting point to ignite the right conversations and
to qualify the best prospects, your event staff should each be
able to deliver your business’ value proposition in just a few
sentences - almost on demand. The best event teams develop
a playbook that includes how to start a conversation the right
way, address common concerns, questions or challenges that
come up during conversations, train and certify in advance
and empower their people. Playbooks also train on basic

Pro-Tip: The right mix of pros to work an
event for you
Many event teams are deploying a mix of Sales
Development Reps (SDRs), product or solutions
experts and marketers to work and represent their
company and solutions at events. SDRs are stellar
at qualifying, holding quick, efficient discovery
conversations and they are motivated to create
opportunities. The product and solution experts
are there for more in-depth discussions and to go
deeper on use cases and more technical questions
and comparisons. Marketing pros can keep their eyes
on the optimal experience, make sure the event is
running smoothly and that everybody is working in
unison to maximize outcomes.
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Choose the right tools

Map out your whole event lead process, before the event

When it comes to collecting leads at events, an increasingly
popular and common approach is for sponsors or exhibitors
to bring their own universal solution to events. This allows
them to take control of the experience; capture accurate
and appropriate qualifying information and opt-in consent to
intelligently inform follow-up, streamlining the entire process
across all events.

An important part of your pre-event preparation is to sketch out your lead capture
process and lead flow from end to end. A pro trip is to map this out on a whiteboard
first with the core group of stakeholders who will own and be involved in follow
up. This includes marketing and sales operations, marketing technology teams
and regional sales and marketing leaders who own follow-up The most important
point for this part of your events effort is to understand how and what you will be
capturing and what will happen with the data next.

Universal solutions, such as the Integrate Event Lead
Management offering (see page x), mean that your on-site
team can use the same mobile application, on their own
devices, at every event, rather than renting different scanners
or using one-off apps at each event. The biggest advantages
of using a universal lead management solution include the
ability to customize the lead forms to collect key qualifying
information from conversations, and then integrate the
solution with your existing Marketing Automation and CRM
systems to automatically route your leads and enable fast,
relevant follow-up.
It may be obvious, but it’s critical to set up these tools and
processes in advance of each event, so you don’t have to
worry about it on the day (you have enough to worry about!).
Every staff member, including those back at the office, should
know exactly what to do to enable timely, appropriate followup steps for each attendee conversation.

Where Business Starts

Marketing
Qualified Lead
(Basic badge scan)

MQL Nurture
Track
Becomes
EQL Track

Event Lead
Interactions

Event
Qualified Lead

Sales
follow-up

Existing Customer

SDR
follow-up

(Scored + next steps)

Other

Figure 2. Example event lead flow to be mapped out in advance of each event so the right
conversations and captured leads can be followed up quickly and thoughtfully.
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It’s game on during the event

Ensure compliant, opt-in lead capture at the event

Whatever size of event you’re sponsoring or exhibiting at, the
pointers in this section will help your team make the most of
their time at each event.

It’s important to capture consent and opt-in with each
conversation. Train your event staff in compliant data
capture, what this means and why it is so important. Best
practice is for prospects to provide opt-in consent for further
communications, and for your event lead management
solution to provide a way to capture consent in person.

Focus on lead quality, not just quantity of scans gathered
Some organizations measure the success of their events
by the number of badges scanned by their booth team. But
scanning someone’s badge only gives you their contact details
(if they opted-in to receive sponsor information when they
signed up through the show organizer), and no qualifying
information. So taking this approach will deliver a large
number of poor-fit contacts and, as we covered in Chapter 1,
will have your sales and marketing team chasing badge scans,
not capturing important details of conversations with real
prospects - those that fit your ICP and demonstrate interest.
The bottom line is it’s important to have your team focused on
quality conversations over quick, low-effort badge scans to
generate higher-quality, qualified leads.

Where Business Starts

Create a lead scoring system to prioritize and route leads
Every organization has a slightly different approach to lead
scoring and classification. You can use your universal lead
scoring model/system and or you can develop a simple
scoring system that informs your events staff how to score
leads and prioritize follow-up. What’s most important is to
have clear, agreed definitions of each type of lead, and ensure
those working each event can differentiate.
Here’s a example framework for events:
•

Contacts: Basic contact details gathered, no further
information, intent captured or specific follow-up
requested.

•

Marketing Qualified Leads (MQLs): Contact details
captured plus some qualifying information, works at an
‘Ideal Customer Profile’ (ICP) business.

•

Event Qualified Leads (EQLs): Contact details plus key
qualifying information and agreed next steps. Matches ICP
profile and has intent to consider a purchase

Don’t forget you’ll also likely meet with:
•
•
•
•

Existing customers
Partners
Competitors
Time wasters

It’s important to have a plan in place for these captured
conversations to ensure they are handled in the right way,
particularly for customers, partners and business
influencers, without distracting from your focus on
following up on opportunities.
Be ready to capture leads from any conversation, anywhere
Your booth or tabletop isn’t the entirety of your event
experience, nor do you want to only rely on your booth to
meet with and talk with prospective buyers. By using your own
mobile application on your own devices, you can capture lead
information wherever conversations take place – the coffee
line, impromptu meet-ups, a content or breakout session,
or even at the airport. It’s important to think holistically and
maximize the opportunities and investment at and around
each event you are investing in.
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“You need to get the right
leads to the right people
and systems, so your
sales team can follow-up
with your EQLs while your
MQLs are enrolled in your
marketing nurture flow”

Where Business Starts

Making your event effort payoff post-event

Activate your lead flow and routing

It’s tempting to think that after the event, your hard work is
done. But here’s where you will realize the payoff from your
efforts. The speed and relevance of follow-up has a huge
impact on the success and ultimately the ROI of an event.
Here’s what you need to set up for fast, relevant follow-up.

You mapped out your complete lead flow before the event.
Now it’s time to put it into practice. You need to get the right
leads to the right people and systems, so your sales team can
follow-up with your EQLs while your MQLs are enrolled in your
marketing nurture flow, for example.

Connect with all your key systems

These two steps are the essential foundations of your followup process. The next chapter dives into the communications
and messaging follow-up practices to turn conversations
into pipeline.

If you’re using your own universal event lead management
solution, it’s likely you’ve already set up integrations with key
systems like your Marketing Automation and CRM platforms.
If not, your top priority is to get your new leads into your
existing systems, so you can rapidly and efficiently execute a
tailored follow-up process.
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In the previous chapter, we discussed
the importance of planning ahead,
taking an integrated approach to lead
routing and ensuring you’re ready to
deliver a speedy and relevant follow-up
to your attendees and event leads.

In this chapter, we’re going to dig deeper into how you can
execute an impactful follow-up communications strategy
and process.

Event follow-up essentials

There are six golden rules for good event follow-up
communications. To maximize impact and increase
engagement, you need to tick every one of these boxes:

Speed to lead: follow-up matters

✓P
 ersonal – speaks to their needs and their world

78% of customers buy from the first vendor they build a
valued relationship with. And yet 55% of companies take 5+
days to follow-up with new leads. To maximize your event ROI,
it’s essential to follow-up with your attendees or leads rapidly
and thoughtfully - to advance and/or re-ignite conversations.
As discussed in Chapter 4, if you’ve planned ahead using
the right configuration of technology, integrations and lead
routing, you should be in great shape to start a fast and
effective follow-up process.

✓C
 ontextual – is in alignment with their world and your
current or past engagement

“78% of customers buy from
the first vendor they build
a valued relationship with.
And yet 55% of companies
take 5+ days to followup with new leads.”

Where Business Starts

The anatomy of good follow-up communications

✓ Relevant – will matter to them and their world, now
✓V
 alue-driven – adds value to their role, focus and effort
✓A
 uthentic – appropriate tone and voice, eliminate any
“corporate speak”
✓ Interesting – stand out and be provocative, don’t be boring
and bland

Pro-Tip: Avoid holding messages
Don’t send an email just to ‘follow-up’. Avoid any
generic placeholder communications like ‘Thanks for
stopping by our booth, someone will follow-up with
you shortly’. Always make sure, with each touchpoint,
you are adding value with contextual information
based on their actions or requests.
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Nailing your voice and follow-up
talking points
You want to create engaging, contextual
follow-up messages that match your
brand voice and provide value with
recommended actions based on
conversations and points captured at
the event. Templates and automated
emails are often required, but that
doesn’t mean your follow-ups need to
seem templated and automated. Avoid
generic emails at all costs. The more
tailored and personal, the better results
you will achieve.

UGLY: Generic, no value follow-up (Don’t send it!)
NEW MESSAGE

Wendy Jackson
FW: Thanks for stopping by ABC Company's booth!

NEW MESSAGE

Wendy Jackson
Thanks for stopping by ABC Company's booth!

From: Thomas W. <EliteEvents@EliteEvents-email.io> on behalf of Elite Summit 2019
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2019 at 12:33 AM
To: Wendy Jackson <w.jackson@xyzcompany.com>
Subject: FW: Thanks for stopping by ABC Company's booth!

From: <EliteEvents@EliteEvents-email.io> on behalf of Elite Summit 2019
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2019 at 12:33 AM
To: Wendy Jackson <w.jackson@xyzcompany.com>
Subject: Thanks for stopping by ABC Company's booth!

It was great to meet you today at Elite Summit!

Dear Wendy,

We will follow-up with more information shortly.

Hope you enjoyed the Elite Summit. I'd like to send you our latest 2019 Vendor –
Webinar Benchmark Report from ABC Company. Hope you find it helpful!

In the meantime you can find out more about ABC Company here. Also you might
like to learn how ABC delivered a personal touch across 5,600 hotels in 16 languages
using the ABC Webinar Connector.
We hope you enjoy your time at Elite Summit!
Thanks,
The ABC Team

Where Business Starts

GOOD: Provide more relevant value

As a webinar enthusiast, you'd also like a complimentary copy of the forthcoming
Webinar Best Practices book (out latest this summer) Click HERE to reserve your
exclusive copy.
Would love to know your thoughts.

Regards,
Thomas William, Director of Strategic Accounts
ABC Company
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Bad: It’s all about me/us!
NEW MESSAGE

Wendy Jackson

Good: Authentic communications
NEW MESSAGE

Wendy Jackson
We connected with you at the Elite Summit. What now?

Hi!

From: Thomas W. <EliteEvents@EliteEvents-email.io> on behalf of Elite Summit 2019
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2019 at 12:33 AM
To: Wendy Jackson <w.jackson@xyzcompany.com>
Subject: FW: Thanks for stopping by ABC Company's booth!

From: Thomas W. <EliteEvents@EliteEvents-email.io> on behalf of Elite Summit 2019
Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2019 at 12:33 AM
To: Wendy Jackson <w.jackson@xyzcompany.com>
Subject: FW: Thanks for stopping by ABC Company's booth!

It was great to meet you today at Elite Summit!

Hi Wendy,

Just as a quick reminder, ABC Company is the UK company that provides Single
Sign-On and Priveleged Password Management. We help organizations eliminate
passwords risks, control employee's access to apps and meet compliance obligations
such as GDPR.

We were happy to see you in Austin last week – so happy, in fact, that we've already
added your contact info to our system and routed it to the right person... and they
may have sent you a follow-up email!

Here's a reminder of the friendly faces you saw last week :)

How'd we do it so quickly? You might have noticed we were using an app, Integrate
Event Lead Management, to scan and check people in at the booth, dinners, parties,
and event the coffee line at the Integrate cafe.
If you'd like to read more about Integrate Event Lead Management, click here to
download our Events Solution overview.
If you'd rather just talk to a human at Integrate, let us know here and we'll get right
back to you.

Where Business Starts
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Lead scoring, routing and prioritization for
improved follow-up
In the last chapter, we tackled lead scoring from a
technology and process standpoint. Now we will look
in more detail at lead scoring and routing, and how it
determines your communications method and approach.
Understanding lead scoring
Lead scoring comes in three basic categories. For events, this
is how different activities break down into each category:
Individual activity - the person met with you at the
booth, attended one of your sessions, or a sponsored
happy hour. The more time they met with you, or the
more involved the action (for example, receiving a
product demo at your booth rather than just having a
short chat with a rep), the higher the lead score.
Account activity - for marketers deploying an account-based
marketing strategy, or targeting named accounts, you want
to ensure that you add the event activity to the associated
account, and score accordingly. The more individuals from
that target company who have engaged with your brand
and content during the event, the higher the score.

Where Business Starts

Intent and signals - it’s important that intent and signal
data can be analyzed across accounts, to allow for scoring
based on what intent data marketer Bombora calls Company
Surge®. This identifies accounts, rather than just individuals
intending to buy. For example, a contact’s lead score can
go up, even if that contact hasn’t shown intent during
the event but is associated with an account that has.
The most important thing to remember about a lead
score is that it’s not high score = good, low score =
bad. Rather, the lead score indicates what kind of
follow-up will be the most productive, not automatically
whether follow-up is or is not warranted at all. Low lead
scores, handled well, can and should produce good
long-term pipeline growth and accelerate revenue.
Using lead scoring to route and prioritize leads for
follow-up communications
It might be obvious but not all leads captured at events are
ready to buy. We’re often surprised how the communications
and follow-up processes are based on this premise and
tone. This is why it’s important to split the follow-up
communications into different response categories. For
example, those leads that go into a nurture cadence from
marketing, those that go to SDRs to understand their
needs, timing and to qualify and those that go to sales
because they have expressed a specific requirement or
they are in an active target account owned by sales.

Use lead scoring to route your event leads to the different
response categories, based on their lead score and your
ability to drive the buyer to, and respond to, sales readiness.
• Routing to nurturing - there are many different ways to
nurture a lead, so it’s essential that you define this channel
and what it involves precisely and align lead scores
accordingly. For example: email nurturing (sending a set
cadence of automated emails to contacts based on their
activity, persona, or account status); digital nurturing (using
digital advertising including social platforms to keep your
message, brand and offering top-of-mind for the buyer);
and sales nurturing (using automated communications to
help qualify and lead to one-on-one conversations with
an SDR).
• Routing to SDRs - leads should be routed to SDRs where
human outreach should be part of the effort (versus over
automated nurturing), but where the lead isn’t yet salesready. A good indicator for SDRs is the leads fits an ideal
customer profile.
• Routing directly to sales - this should be the exception
and not the norm for event leads. A great tactic here is
to provide the account team with activity alerts rather
than leads - especially activity by key roles within their
target accounts.
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Using and adding intent and signals for account
and contact intelligence
An additional element in lead scoring and
prioritization is around using intent and signals
to help supercharge your follow-up. Intent is the
stage of being ready to buy, and signals are data
patterns that (indirectly) indicate intent.
This type of data is very helpful for further scoring and
prioritizing leads. It can be used to vary follow-up methods
used, for greater effectiveness and better conversion.
To maximize value from intent data and signals, there
are steps to take before, during and after each event:

During the event

After the event

• Arm your event staff with the technology to identify and
flag in-market prospects (or, at minimum, a simple cheat
sheet) and give them two different ways of interacting with
attendees:

• Run the list of new contacts fitting your ICP through your
intent data provider using their business domains to
understand account-level activity
• Have SDRs or sales team follow up with the attendees
whose businesses are actively researching your products
(depending on your lead scoring and routing process)
• Place other new contacts into email or digital marketing
nurture paths to further inform and qualify

- A simple talk track for non-priority attendees
- A strategic talk track for priority attendees,
created before the event

Event follow-up key takeaways
Do

Dont

✓ Prepare your full follow-up process and
communications plan in advance.

X Send generic, empty follow-up emails.

Before the event
• Get list of attending businesses (last year’s if needed as
delegate demographics don’t change too much from one
year to the next)
• Upload attendee domain list to your intent data provider
• Select content topics to monitor against list
• Create a strategic talk track for prioritized attendees based
on topics of interest
• Set up on-site meetings to priority attendees

✓ Make your follow-up human, relevant and
engaging.
✓ Use lead scoring and routing to prioritize
follow-up and maximize value to prospects.
✓ Get smart with data - using intent and
signal data can supercharge your follow-up
for smarter prioritization.
✓ Track everything, and report on outcomes.

Where Business Starts

X Be careful with automated email ‘nurture’;
avoid sounding robotic and automated.
X Don’t make your follow-up all about you.
Remember to focus on the prospect and
their needs, rather than your business.
X Don’t over-share vanity marketing metrics.
Share outcomes as soon as possible, and
in the meantime share signals of good-fit
prospects and sales conversations that are
progressing well.
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In a 2019 survey by EventManagerBlog2,
just 18% of event professionals felt they
measure their event success accurately.
Make no mistake: it’s hard, but getting
this right makes a real difference in
delivering against your goals and your
team’s credibility to invest in events.

In this final chapter we’ll look at why it can be such a
challenge and then share ideas on how to set up a process for
true event tracking and measurement. What’s most important
is to make sure measuring and reporting is done in alignment
with your business, customer and events objectives (see
chapter 1). By setting the specific and measurable goals, you
will know what to measure and the process and systems on
how to measure (and report) on each event and your events
program overall.

The challenges of measuring event ROI
Until recently, most marketers didn’t have the appropriate
tools to track their event programs from end to end. Effective
and efficient measurement starts with your ability to capture
and track all the prospect and attendee engagement at each
event. Following this, the ability to connect that data to leads,
accounts and opportunities within your Marketing Automation
and CRM systems. This is why it’s critical to have a modern
way to capture this important information at each event (see
chapter 4)
Events have some unique challenges to understand for
measurement and true ROI analysis. Here are a few to be
aware of:
Calculating all the costs can be difficult
As discussed in Chapter 1, there are so many elements with
associated costs that it can be difficult to calculate the true
final cost of your events - which is an essential starting
point for measuring return on investment. Make sure you are
tracking all your costs in your planning or budget tools.
Where Business Starts

Sales cycles are long
With increasing B2B sales and buying cycles from initial
interest to signed contract, you’re often waiting many
months to discover if a new lead generated at an event has
resulted in new revenue. Whilst you can track the lead, it is
often not relevant when you are making decisions within a
budget year about where to invest. This is why measuring the
actual conversion of leads to pipeline and opportunities is an
important metric to capture.
Attribution is subjective
B2B buying processes are generally non-linear, complex and
involve multiple stakeholders. Events can play an important
role in moving a deal forward, however when viewed as part
of a long, multi-touch buying process, it can be incredibly
hard to work out how to attribute the influence of your events.
Establish an agreed-upon attribution model with stakeholders
– based on each event type.
It’s hard to ‘do the math’
Many businesses are relying on a variety of different tools and
technology for their events. From renting different scanners
and apps at trade shows, to event management systems, to
Marketing Automation systems and Sales Automation tools…
throw in a few 100 spreadsheets along the way. And rarely
does each system truly talk to the other. Which makes it
incredibly hard to connect ‘bottom-of-funnel’ revenue results
with ‘top-of-funnel’ event spend.
This is why we advocate streamlining your approach through
modern event lead management solutions, as discussed in
chapter 4. The goal should be to integrate and route the data
to dashboards for visualization of results.
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What to measure, when
There are both signals and metrics to be measured at every
stage of the event, even before the event begins, that help
to build a complete picture of results. And, both are useful
in optimizing your investment, understanding value and
evaluating event ROI.
Early signals for directional feedback
Early signals are indicators of the success, or otherwise,
of your event. These are useful to communicate with key
stakeholders as a “pulse” and for directional feedback. They
are not, however, business metrics you should strive for or
what you use to calculate ROI. Here are examples of the types
of signals and metrics you should be reviewing:

Pre-event

During the event

Post-event

• Attendee and registration
numbers

• Attendance and attrition rates

• Post event surveys

• Walk-in numbers

• NPS (Net Promoter Score)

• Active attendee participation

• Event Qualified Leads
generated, and follow-up
sessions booked

• Ticket and passes purchased
• On-site meetings booked
• Numbers pre-registered for
workshops or presentations
• Social media engagement
• Returning registrations

• Leads generated from all your
event activities
• Number of and feedback
from prospect and customer
meetings
• Number of and feedback from
analyst and influencer meetings

• Usage and engagement data
from the event app
• Media coverage from/around
the event
• Social media engagemen

• Usage and engagement data
from the event app
• Social media engagement

Remember, these are indicators and early signals and not the complete picture
representing the success and impact of your event.

Where Business Starts
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Evaluating event metrics

Lead metrics

As we saw in chapter two, different types of events will have
different goals, and will drive different metrics. So when you’re
setting your success metrics for each event, remember to
align them to the type of event, instead of taking a cookiecutter approach for every single event that is part of your
event program.

Leads to Ideal Customer Profile (ICP) ratio
What percentage of the attendees or qualified leads collected
at the event match your Ideal Customer Profile? This will help
you assess the quality of the event, and how well the attendee
pool aligns with your ICP - important for deciding whether to
schedule or re-book next year, as well as providing an early
indicator of the lead quality from the event.

Here are seven actionable metrics to track, to help you avoid
using only signals and vanity metrics when developing your
events dashboards and results. We’ve broken them out into
two categories: lead metrics and revenue metrics.

Event Qualified Leads
As discussed in Chapter 4, quality over quantity is important
when assessing the true value of the event. Your focus should
be on measuring and reporting those attendees or leads that
both match your ICP and were well qualified at the event with
agreed-upon follow-up actions.
Account-based leads
If your business has adopted an account-based sales and
marketing strategy, then you should be paying particular
attention to tracking and reporting interactions with prospects
within your target accounts. Consider how you can specifically
report on those interactions with both new and existing
prospects at the event.

Where Business Starts

Leads by life-cycle stage
Tracking your leads by life-cycle stage is another quick way
to get an at-a-glance understanding of how successful your
event was, before enough time has passed to complete any
deals. For example, you may have met with a lead/attendee
or a new lead at an existing opportunity account that is in
conversations with your company. Capturing this information
to show acceleration of their journey and your sales process
is valuable.
Partner opportunities
Not everyone you meet at events will be a direct sales
lead. Track and report on any new or existing partnership
opportunities, which can provide an additional revenue stream
for your organization. If a partnership deal closes, that should
count as event influenced revenue too - just like sales. At
Integrate, we designate these as “Partner Generated Leads”
– and use this data to track and measure the value of our
alliance program.
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Revenue metrics

Remember to track:

Pipeline generated
Earlier in this chapter, we discussed the challenges of
measuring results because of long and often complex B2B
buying cycles. But before contracts are signed and deals are
done, you should be focused on two key pipeline metrics:

1.

1.
2.

3.

Pipeline sourced from Events
Pipeline influenced by Events

If you have the correct, integrated tracking and processes in
place (often designated as “campaigns” in your CRM), you can
create reports in your CRM or analytics platform that give you
real-time visibility on the pipeline generated or influenced by
your events.

2.

Sourced Revenue - where the lead was met for the first
time at an event and can be directly attributed back to
your event spend
Influenced Revenue - where a known lead or existing
opportunity interacted with your team at the event and
the deal progressed.
Renewals and Expansion - don’t forget about the impact
on renewals and expansion of existing customers too.
EVENT REPORTING DASHBOARD

Revenue generated
This is the most important, ultimate metric to look at and
strive for when it comes to measuring return on investment
from your event spend. As we know, it may well take multiple
quarters to see the full impact so it is vital not to forget about
regularly revisiting your event reports to track that pipeline
through the complete buying cycle.
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Checklist: Measuring event effectiveness
and impact
With the right goals and metrics established up
front and correct tools and processes in place, you
are equipped to effectively measure the return on
investment from your events. Here’s a checklist of
key things to ensure you have in place:

F Lead routing
In chapter 4, we looked at mapping
out your lead flow from end to end.
Set up lead routing so that when
your team collects leads at an event,
they’re automatically routed to the
right systems and the right teams, for
appropriate follow-up. This will be much
easier to do if your systems are all
connected and integrated.

F An Event Management System
If your business regularly organizes
and hosts first party events, then a
solution here is a must. Whether that is
a comprehensive, end-to-end system
for your major event series or tools for
streamlining the registration and checkin process for smaller events, there
are a wide range of vendors, including
Integrate, available to choose from here.

F Appropriate, timely follow-up
As we saw in chapter five, fast, relevant
follow-up is essential for maximizing
event ROI. Remember to avoid generic
follow-up, and focus on tailored followup communications that is contextual,
value-driven and personal. Your
event follow-up should continue the
conversation that started at each event
- not start a new one.

F A universal Event Lead
Management Solution
If your business sponsors or exhibits at
multiple third party events such as trade
shows and industry exhibitions, then this
is a must-have. As covered in Chapter
4, taking control of this process will
put you at a major advantage over your
competitors still relying on theantiquated,
disconnected way of doing things.

F Connected systems
One of the biggest challenges for
events teams is ensuring systems
are integrated and data is flowing,
whether that is for attendees
or new leads. When assessing
vendors and solutions, ensure they
have modern API approaches and
integrations with your Marketing
Automation and CRM systems.

F A holistic approach
Whether it’s mapping out the
attendee experience or the
routing your qualified event leads
should take after the event,
ensuring you consider the endto-end process from registration
to revenue is vital.

F Sales attribution
Event performance should be measured alongside other demand programs, which means
sales attribution is essential. When your event leads enter your systems, they should have
‘events’ (the specific event / campaign minimum, ideally the activity at the event) listed
as the original source (or as a touchpoint for existing leads). Where possible you should
regularly monitor and review campaigns, so you can see how the leads from that event
progress through the sales cycle. This will help you identify events sourced and influenced
pipeline and revenue.
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Event measurement key takeaways

Closing remarks

Accurate reporting of event success and return on investment should no longer be out of
reach. Here are some key takeaways to remember as you plan out your new approach:

There is no doubt that events will always play a strategically
vital role, not just for sales and marketing, but for the
entire business. So whether you’re an event planner at
the start of your career or a CMO taking a strategic view,
I hope this comprehensive guide becomes an invaluable
resource for you and your team, helping you turn events
into a measurable, pipeline generating machine!

Do

Dont

Thanks for reading.

✓ Look at early signals of event success,
before you have any hard numbers to
share.
✓ Align event metrics to the event type, so
you measure what matters for that event.
✓ Track lead metrics and revenue metrics,
to demonstrate pipeline generated from
events.
✓ Connect and integrate your lead capture,
CRM and marketing automation systems,
to streamline event measurement and
reporting

X Rely on anecdotal information or vanity
metrics when building out event reports.

Chris Wickson
General Manager
Integrate Event Lead Management

X Measure only after the event. Sales cycles
are long, so it could be months before you
see any event-attributed revenue.
X Just measure new opportunities. Events
drive renewal and expansion revenue too.
X Forget to attribute pipeline and revenue
to events. They’re a key touchpoint in the
buyers journey, even if they’re not first- or
last-touch in the process.
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About Integrate

In 2019, we helped our top 20
customers generate over $1 trillion
in pipeline using Integrate’s Demand
Cloud and solutions set.

How to Turn Events into A Measurable, Pipeline
Generating Machine is a compilation of years of knowledge
and insights gained from working closely with B2B
Marketing teams. Here’s a brief overview on Integrate’s
Event Lead Management solution and full Demand Cloud
offering that enable you to turn your event effort into a
measurable, scalable pipeline-generating machine.

Integrate’s Event Lead Management solution
Integrate’s universal solution for Event Lead Management
(ELM) gives B2B teams control over what has traditionally
been a disconnected, manual and inefficient process. The
days of renting lead retrieval scanners, downloading one-off
event apps, fishbowls for business cards and stacks of paper
leads forms are over for B2B teams who want to maximize
results from their events investment. A fully customizable,
integrated solution that runs on team’s own devices for
effective lead capture, qualification and processing through to
Marketing Automation and CRM systems across face-to-face
interactions at events of all shapes and sizes.
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Integrate’s ELM solutions delivers results for companies like
IBM, Sony and Verizon. These B2B teams are driving bigger
results and gaining efficiencies such as:
• 10x more pipeline from their event investment
• Transforming their lead follow up from days or weeks to a
few hours
• Saving 100s of hours of manual, post-event lead processing
work and the associated costs
• Truly connecting bottom-of-funnel opportunities and
revenue back to top-of-funnel event spend, enabling datadriven decisions on future event investment
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Integrate’s Demand Cloud to Scale
Your Demand Engine
Integrate’s Event Lead Management can be a standalone
solution or many mid-market and enterprise teams include
their ELM solution as part of Integrate’s Demand Cloud.
The Demand Cloud is a scalable solution B2B marketing
organizations rely on to unify ALL demand gen channels,
processes, data, programs and marketing technologies.
These top-funnel demand channels include events,
content syndication, digital webinars and events, social
media and your lead forms. Streamlining with the
Integrate Demand Cloud helps marketers get 25-30%
more out of their demand budget, increase efficiency
by eliminating manual efforts, and regularly see a
3ximprovement in lead-to-pipeline conversions.
Inside the Integrate Demand Cloud is our Data Acceleration
Platform that provides data governance, integrity and
global compliance to ensure all leads generated through
events and paid media are validated and standardized,
before being promptly routed to your desired marketing
and sales systems for rapid, informed follow-up.
In addition to the Demand Cloud and supporting
all your existing channels and providers, Integrate
offers demand media solutions that are powered
by our Data Acceleration technology.
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Integrate Lead Gen Marketplace to generate
quality leads
When it comes to Content Syndication, there are two models
of providers – single publisher/source (the providers you
choose and are working with) and Lead Gen Marketplace.
Flexibility is key and Integrate’s solution set supports both.
To help scale demand efforts and free up your resources,
Integrate offers a Lead Gen Marketplace. This global
marketplace is comprised of approximately 150 diversified
lead providers – all vetted and certified by our Integrate Lead
Gen Marketplace team - who use a spectrum of ways to
identify, engage and generate leads that match your criteria
and target audience. Each lead generated is validated through
our Data Acceleration Platform ensuring the leads delivered
across the Lead Gen Marketplace are clean, intelligent,
compliant and ready to be fed into your revenue generation
programs. Because the Lead Gen Marketplace has such
tremendous collective reach, B2B demand teams can achieve
both the quantity and quality needed from their CS programs.

Integrate’s Integrated Media solution
Content Syndication is more impactful when it is 1) in
rhythm with how B2B professionals and accounts research
and buy solutions like yours and 2) is integrated with other
channels and efforts. For example, industry research shows
a 35% increase in engagement when Content Syndication
programs are combined with digital advertising and they
work together to identify, engage and generate demand.
With Integrate, you can generate targeted account-based
leads via the Lead Gen Marketplace and in tandem, put those
accounts into a targeted display program via Integrate’s
ABM Advertising solution campaign. A single Integrate
campaign team manages, executes and reports on your
unified demand program, providing one accountable team
and holistic reporting for effective tracking and optimization.
Visit integrate.com to find out more.

In addition to quality demand gen, many of our Lead Gen
Marketplace customers tout the ability to work with one
provider team to manage and execute their collective
CS programs. This means you have an accountable team
focused on your campaigns, thus reducing your effort
to find individual, quality providers. Replace the timeconsuming process and administration with renewed vigor
for your demand gen strategy, creative and content.
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Work With Integrate

Together,
we achieve.

At Integrate, we understand the challenges B2B marketers
face. Advertising technology hasn’t risen to the challenge.
That’s why we’re transforming B2B marketing with a global
demand-marketing engine that brings fully customizable
marketing solutions together.
The Integrate Demand Cloud is the powerful, practical software
marketers need to accelerate lead and engagement data
across all channels. Our Data Acceleration Platform then
ensures every lead processed is compliant, validated and
standardized to quickly turn marketing efforts into ROI. As a
result, we are able to generate more than $1 trillion in pipeline
for our customers every year.

Requests@Integrate.com
866.478.0326
Integrate.com
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